Delicious Wine Wedding Favors for Your special Day
Weddings are a time for toasts to the bride and groom and, well, celebration in general. Wine
plays a big part in the celebrating and some see it as a prerequisite for a fine wedding. With
wine being such a big player in the game, why not keep the theme going with your favors in
the form of wine wedding favors?
As well as wine itself, there is a whole host of other wine paraphernalia that can be used as a
gift. How about some lovely crystal wine glasses? You can make two crystal wine glasses
per favor with a decorative sticker personalizing the gift with your signatures and date of the
wedding. These can used in years to come to drink to your health. Maybe your guests will
want to try them out on the day.
Wine stoppers always come in handy. As a practical item this is great but you can get some
novelty wine stoppers for amusement or just elegant and pretty stoppers. Keeping with the
crystal theme you can get a two pack faux crystal wine stoppers or a heart shaped diamond
stopper for a reminder of the reason why the wedding is taking place.
A gift that would precede the stopper is the good old bottle opener, might seem a little dull,
however don’t underestimate the fancy bottle openers available. Maybe a decorative silver
plated opener would do the trick with your initials’ to give a personal touch. This is a gift that
will be used and appreciated for many years.
The next natural thought would be the coasters. There are plenty of patterns and themes to
choose from, or design your own again giving a personal touch! Wooden or glass, coasters
will always be a great gift.
How about a few recipes for cocktails containing wine and champagne? You could frame the
recipe list in a silver plated photo or picture frame. This wine wedding favor can be enjoyed
over and over (hopefully not too much!).
Now for the wine itself! Perhaps you could take a trip to your local wine merchant’s shop and
get a few cases of choice wines and champagnes, or you could go for the half bottles for
convenience and cost. Tie ribbons or bows around your bottle and include a pretty wine
stopper as an addition, top off with a personalized message and you have a perfect
personalized wedding favor.
A great resource for wine drinkers is a pocket sized book of good quality wines. Some people
who enjoy wine but do not know too much of which is quality and which is not, tend to think
they must pay dearly for a good bottle of wine. These guides are excellent for acquiring
delicious high quality wine at a reasonable price, all the research has been done and you have
the knowledge at your fingertips. This favor will be welcomed with open arms and enjoyed
for many a year to come!
So you see, you can create wonderful favors with wine and wine related items that will come
in handy and look great. Hopefully your guests won’t be too drunk and leave them behind!

